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ABSTR Acr 

The tractive force theory presents a logical criterion by which the problem 
of the stability of open channels in cohesive soils can be investigated. The pur
pose of this scudy v.-"lS to investigatc a number of cohesive soils. both in a soil 
physics laboratory and in a hydraulic flume, to determine if the critical ((active 
force could be correlated to the physical properties of the soils. 

Eleven Missouri soils were selected for the tests. These soils were chosen to 
give a wide range in the degree of soil cohesion. The soils ranged from a silty 
loam soil with litde cohesion to a highly cohesive day soil. The plasticity in
dexes of the soils ranged from 6.6 ro 44.l. 

The critical tractive force of each soil was determined frum tests in a hy
draulic flume which w~s 60 feet long, 2.51 feet wide, and 1.5 feet deep. The 
hydr:aulic flume was equipped so that soil samples could be placed in the bot
tom of the flume for the cescs. The critical tractive force for each of the soils 
tested was then relared to pertinent physical properties of the soils. 

The data from the the hydraulic tests and physical (escs on the soils were 
analyzed statistically to determine the significance of the apparent correlation be
tween critical traCtive force and pertinent soil properties. For the soils rested, the 
critical tractive force was found to be well correlated with each of the following 
soil properties: (1) The plasticity index, (2) the dispersion ration, (3) the mean 
panicle size, and (4) the percent day. A less significant correlation existed be
tween critical tractive force and the phi·mean panicle size. 

The data indicated that the critical tractive force exhibired a logarithmic re
lationship co the soil properties selected for analysis. Therefore, in the statist1cal 
analysis, it was often more fruitful to use the common logarithms of the values 
instead of the v~lues themselves. This procedure permitted straight line regres· 
sian equations to be fitted to the experimenal da ta. To evaluate the scaner of 
the experimental points about the regression line, the standard deviations from 
regression were determined for eaeh set of data. 

The results of the study indicate that the following eonclusions ean be 
drawn: (1) The problem of the sability of open channels in cuhesivc soils em 
be studied on the basis of the tractive force theory. (2) The critical tractive force 
in cohesive soils is related to certain physical properties of the soils. Therefore, 
the effect of soil cohesion on open channel stability can be determined by physi
cal rests of the soils. And (3), for the soils reseed, the critical traCtive fo rce is 
best correlated to either the plasticity index or the dispersion ratio, although 
good correlltion also exists between the critical tractive force and either the 
me~n particle size or the percent day. 



The Tractive Force Theory Applied to 
Stability of Open Channels in Cohesive Soils 

E. T. SMUOO:-l AND R . P. B EASLEY 

INTRODUCTION 

Stable ch:1nnel design is of great importance in the fields of engineering 
concerned with the design of open channel wner conveyance systems. For CX:affi

pIe, the design of any Will er conveyance system in which rhe W:lrcr is c:arricd in 
unlined earth channels, rC9 uircs knowledge of rhe reLuionships between the 
Rowing W:lter and {he material comp()sing the channel bed. If rhis knowledge is 
not :adequate or basically sound, the ch:mnel ffily &oil due TO lack of scability. 

The problem of the design of stable ch:mnds has received considcl1Ible at
tcncion in r«em yC2rs. Contributions to the s(:icnce of subk open channel de
sign have (orne from mmy invcstig:.uors. These investigators have based their 
des ign criteria primarily on three different concepts: the concept of limiting 
velocities, the regime theory, :.lnd the ttutive force theory. Stlble ch:.lnnel design 
based on limiting velocities is :.In empirical design. V:.llues o f limiting velocities 
th:.l.t should be used in the design of stlble channels in various m:.lterials, h:.lve 
been given by severa l investiglltors. (8, 14,21). This is the design criterion tlut 
has been widely used in the design of sm:.l ll agricultural ch:.lnnels such as terr:.l.ce 
or diversion ch:.lnnels (4,9) . 

The regime theory is b:.l.sed on the concept that any open channel or river, 
which h:.ls bed m:.ltcrial with ceruin given properties :.lnd is required to carry 
a certain st'dimenr load, will "esublish irs own regime" for :.lny given r:.l.te of 
flow. By "est:.lblish its own regime," is me;!nt that the ch:.lnnel char:.l.cterisrics, 
including slope :.lnd channel dimensions, will in some W:.ly be controlled by the 
aforementioned conditions of flow. $t:.lble ch:.lnnel d.es ign on the buis of the 
regime ,heory is also based on empiriC"<lJ d:.lu. T he regime theory C:.l nnOt be :.lp. 
plied with confidence to chronels constructed in ffi:.lterials other than those for 
which the regime relationships were developed. 

The tucrive force theory, :.l.S o pposed to the limiting velocity criterion :.lnd 
the regime theory, is prim;!ri!y theoretical, in that it offers a W:.l.y to evaluate the 
shear:.l.t the interhce between the flowing Wlter :.l.nd the chlrmel bed mareril!. 
T his she:.l.t is ClUed the l!lctive force. For ch:.lnncls in noncohesive soil, it has 
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been possible to relate the tnaive force 1f which the bed movement begins to 
physical properties of the noncohesive soil ( 13 ). However, for channels in c0-

hesive soils the relationships between tractive force and soil movement are, as 
yet, not adequately determined. TraCtive force equations are developed in later 
sections of this bulletin. 

The purpose of this bulletin is to prescnt some basic relationships between 
the maximum permissible traCtive force which can exist without causing the 
channel to scour and the physical properties of the cohesive soil composing the 
channel bed. This maximum permissible tractive force is defined :.1.5 the critical 
traCtive force and is that tractive force "II,'hich causes general movement of the 
panicles composing the channel bed. 

FACTO RS IN FLUENCING STABIlITY OF OPEN 
CHAN N ELS IN COHESI VE SOILS 

Factors influencing the stability of open channels in non-cohesive soils 
have been discussed by Simons (2 2). The factors which arc most important in 
determining the stability of open channels in cohesive soils arc channel dis· 
charge, channel shape, channel slope, sedi ment load of the flowing water, and 
the channel boundary material. 

Channel discharge. Open channels are subjected to a wide variety of con
ditions of continuity in time of channel discharge, depending on the use for 
which the channel conveys water. For example, channels which suppl)· water to 
a power $Cation or to a municipal ity would likely be subjeCted to continuous 
flow; i.e., the channel would never be permitted to be empty and thereby have 
the channel bed dry out. 

Channels of this type are the easiest to evaluate for stability, since: very 
slow degrading or aggrading of the channel bed would be deteCted in the ex
tended periods of time that the flow occurs. This type of open channel would 
not be subjected to the complicating changes in the Structure of the bed ma
terial that may occur in an intermittendy-used channel, due to alternate wetting 
and drying and alternate freezing and thawing. Fortier and Scobey recognized that 
channels which carry water continuously would become "seasoned" in time and 
could withmnd higher velocities aft~r this seasoning period (21). This season
ing will occur to a greater ~xtent in channels with cohesive bed materials. The 
seasoning will be funher increased if the warer carries colloidal matter, since 
colloids carried into the channel bed material by infiltration will increase the 
cohesiveness of the bed material. 

Another type of channel disch;uge would be intermittent discharge, such as 
that which occurs in an irrigation canal which supplie"s w:.I.te r only during the 
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growing seaSOn. This type of channel m:ay operate: continuously (or weeks or 
even months, and then be inoperative for 2. simib.r period of time. The 5t1bility 
of this type of channel may be difficult to e~lu1te except on an annual blSis. 
The channel may aggr.tdc: during periods of low utes of flow :md degnde dur
ing the maximum Cltes of flow. However, if the net annual effect is neither ag
gradation nor degradation, the channel is said to be stable. 

Vegetation rolY lppear in the channel during the inoperative Se:lson, which 
will have the: effeCt of incre:.l.sing the channel roughness. The increased rough
n~s will have: the effect of increuing the depth of flow required in the channel 
for a given discharge. This gives incre:ued traCtive force at the ch:mnd bed. 
However, the protection provided by rhe vegetation should permit a higher 
limiring tractive force at the bed and therefore the channel should nor degrade, 
even though the traGive force may be increased. If, however, the channel is 
carrying an appreciable sediment load, sediment deposi[S may occur within the 
vegetation on the channel bed. 

The laSt type of channel discharge is thar which occurs in channels th.H 
ue only required to a.rry storm flow. These channels will a.rry flow for periods 
of time nnging from an hour or less to a few days. Terrace channels and some 
arainage channels are of this type. This type of channel will be dry most of the 
rime and, as in the case of terrace channels, the channels themselves may even 
be cultivated. The cv:aluation of the conditions fCCjuired for channel stability are 
the mOSt difficul t for this type of channel, since the period of time that the 
channel acually carries water is so limited.. further complications uise in the 
case of cultivated terrace channels, since the condition of the channel bed is 
prolnbly not the same for any two periods of ch:lnncl flow. 

Ch3nncl sh3pc. The cross-sectional shape of the ch.mnel h.ts an effect on 
the velocity distribution within the channel and this, in tum, 3ffecrs the traaive 
force distribution on the ch3nnel bed. and sides. This tractive force distribution 
is of utmost importance in the design of st3ble open channels. Further discus· 
sion on tr3ctive force distribution is given in larer sections of this bulletin. 

Particles on the side-slopes of open channels have a component of gravity 
acting down the side-slope which tends to cause noncohesive particles to roll 
do~ the channel side. This rolling-down effeCt of particles on the side-slopes 
of channels in noncohesive soils have been investigated by the U. S. Bureau of 
Reclamation ('). HowcvO", for channels in cohesive soils, this effect will not be 
nearly SO great since gravity is not the only force holding the partides on the 
channel side-slopes. The rolling-down effect of particles on the side-slopes of 
channels in cohesive soils w:a.s not investigated. Lane has scared that in cohesive 
soils this (olling.down effect is not impoCWIt (13). 

Channel slope. The effect of channel slope on the st:1bility of open chan· 
nels is direct, as given in the Du Boys tractive force eqU:1rion 

T = yDS (1) 
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where T is the trllctive force, y is the specific weight of water, D is the depth of 
flow in the channd, and S is the slope of the channeL If the channel slope is so 
great thlI the tractive force given in equation 1 exceeds the critical tractive force 
for channd stability, then the channel bed will degrade. Eguadon 1 is derived 
later in this bulletin. 

Sediment load. The effect of the sediment load on channel stability has 
been discussed by E. W. Lane (D). A balance exists between the stability of 
the channel and the sediment charge of the channel Strelm. A qualitative al1llysis 
of stream morphology indicates that the following relationship exists. 

Q.d '" QS 
where Q. is the quantity of sediment being tunsported, d is the mean diameter 
of the tunspotted sediment particles, and Q is the channel discharge. If this 
balance is disrupted, there will be a gudual change in the stream morphology, 
tending co reesrablish the balance. 

Boundlry material. The purpose of this study w.l.S to determine the rela· 
tionships that exist between the hydr:aulics of flow in open channels in cohesive 
solis and the physical properties of [he cohesive soils. Thus, [he effeCT of bound· 
ary material for channds in cohesive soils is discussed in [he remainder of this 
bulletin. 



THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The nactive force eguation that was originally developed by Du Boys is 
derived in (he following seCtions. O ther tractive force relationships are devel
oped in addition to thc Du Boys tractive force equation. 

Tractive fo rce on the channel bed for uniform flow. When uniform 
steady flow occurs in an open channel of infinite width, it is possible to consider 
the forces that must act on a free body of water within the channel. Consider a 
fr~ body of unit width and unit length as shown in Figure 1. For this fltt body 
to be in eguilibrium, the summation of forces acting on it must be zero. These 
forces are the v,·eight of the free body, the pressure forces acting on the sides of 
the free body, and the boundary shear of the moving water. The resistance to flow 
offered by the air above the water is ignored. The pressure forces are merely 
coumeracted by similar pressure forces on the opposite sides of the fr~ body. 
Referring to Figure 1, the component of weight normal to the bed, yD cosa, is 
opposed by the bed itself, and [he <omponent of weight parallel to the bed, 
)'D sinO:, is opposed by the boundary shear of the moving water. This boundary 
shear is the tractive force, T. Thus, the tractive force is given by 

T = yD sino: (2) 
The slope of the channel, S, is given by 

5 = t:I.na. (3) 
If 0: is restricted to small values then sin 0: _ t:l.na. Finally, 

T = yD5. 

r""ATER SURF ACE 

o 
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I 
~ 

I 
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Equation 1 is an equation for traccive force which is derived strictly from 
knowledge of the forces that must act on a free body of water which extends 
from the surfice to che channel bed_ However, from the principles of fluid me· 
chanics, it is known that the velocity gradient in the vicinity of a flu id boundary 
is related to the boundary shear which occurs at the boundary (20). For turbulent 
flow, Keulegan has given ewo equations which relace the velocity, V y , at any 
point y distance above the fluid boundary to the boundary shear, T, the fluid 
density, p, and the fluid viscosity, P, (12). The firS t of Keulegan's equations is 
to be applied. to flow over hydraulically smooth boundaries, and the se<:ond to 

flow over hydr-aulially rough boundaries. By including a corre<:dve parameter, tJ.., 
EinSTein has combined the tWO Keulegan equations into a single equation (7). 
This equ:nion is 

Consider twO points a distance y, and y, above the channel bed. Accord. 
ing to equation <I the difference in velocities at these tWO points IS 

v. - v, = ~.n'0 {log" (30.2 ~') - Jog,. (30.2 ~)], ") 

which can be simplified to 

(6) 

Solving equation 6 for T, 

") 

Thus, an equation is avaihble to relate the tractive force to the velocity distribu· 
tion above the ch:annd bed_ FDf best resules in using equation 7, y, and y. 
should be relatively small since it is in That region that the Keulegan eejuations 
best apply. It should be nOTed chac equation 7 only holds for turbulent flow in 
the channel. 

Effect of nonuniform flow on t ractive force. In channels with constant 
rate of flow and constant cross· section, the water surface will be parallel to the 
channel bed. if the flow is uniform. If the flow is nonuniform, the water sur&cc 
is nO( parallel to the channel bed and the flow will either be accelerating or de· 
celerating. In this case, the analysis given in the preceding section must be 
modified to account for the force pl rallel to the channel bed, which is present 
as 1 result of the accelerating or decelerating flow. Newton's second bw can be 
used to evaluate this force if the rate of accelention of each unit mass of Auid 
is known or can be conveniently melsured. However, it ClflnN be easily mcas· 
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ured by direct means so one must resort to indirect means of evaJu:uing the effe<:t 
of nonuniform flow on [!active force. Such a procedure is described in the fol
lowing pm18f2phs. 

Consider In open chlnnd of infinire width. The tractive forcc :Kting on the 
channel is given by 

T = yDS. (1) 
By the principle of conservat ion of energy, the total energy:n one section is 
equal to the {orll energy lit a seerion doWnStrC1rn plus the work required to 
overcome the boundary shear of the fluid in moving the dist:lncC between the 
sectiOns. 

Referring to Figure 2, the energy relationship is 

V' +D+dh=(V+dV}'+D+dD+ Tdx 
2& 28 yo 

",.here V is the mean velocity of flow lind g is the acceleration of gravity. 
Solving for T and simplifying, 

T:: ~[-2VdV2; (dY)" - dD + dbl 
However. (dV)1 is small compared to 2VdV md can be ignored. This gives 

To: YD[- ;i1-~+ ~J. 

(') 

(9) 

(10) 

But sina. = dh ,and for small a e, sina . = cana. = 5, where 5 is the channel 
d, 

slope. Therefore 

T"YD [-;t-~ +sl· 
f urthermore, from continuity, 

v ,. 6~nd~" -~~, 

where I:j is the channel discharge per unit width. 
Using equations 12 and n, equation 11 becomes 

(II) 

(\2) (13) 

( 14) 

Equation 14 permits the evaluation of the traCtive force in a section of channel 
in which the Row is nonuniform. It should be noted that for acceler1ting flow 
dO is negative and for decelerating Row dD is positive. 
dx dx 

In using e<juation 14, it should be natC<! that difficulty concerning the sign 
of the slope term, 5, will be encountered unless the following facu are nOted: 
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Fig . 2_Nonuniform flow diagram . L, 
, , 

UNIT ~-~ ---- L ---dO --_ , 

v + ~v .. , 

For years the slope of a channel ha~ 1xen considered positive when the channel 
slopes downward in the direction of /low. This s.ign convention has bcC"n used 
in hydraulic p~ctice although it is not in accord::!.nee with the coordinate axis 
system used in developing the differential equations of open channel &w (24). 
Therefore, in using equation 14, the sign of the slope must be changed to con· 
form with the coordinate axis system used in Figure 2. Thus, in using equation 
14, the slope is ne8'-ove for channels which slope downwud in the dirc<:tion of 
ftow. The fact that the sign of the tnctive force is changed is nOt important 
since only the magnitude of the tnctive force is of concern. 

Tu ctive fo rce distribution on channel bed. Equuion 1 applies only to 
infinitely wide channels. However, Schoklitsch has stated that the equation is 
satisfactory if the noo of the width of the channel to the deph of flow is }O or 
greater (6). For Il2Irower channels, this equation must be modified or the trac· 
tive force derermined from the velocity distribution in the channel. 

Consider the cross-section of the rec~ngular channel in Figure 3. The aver· 
:age u:active force that aCtS on the channel bed between points a and b is deter· 
mined as follows: Using the velocity measurements, draw sufficient isovels (lines 
of COnStant velocity) to describe the velocity distribution in the channel. These 
ue the solid lines in Figure 3. Next, draw dashed lines from points a and b, 
respectively, to the point of maximum velocity, c, making sure that the Jines 
are always perpendicular to the isovels. Since these dashed lines are everywhere 
perpendicular to the isovds, there is no velocity gradient across the lines, and 
therefore no net exchange of momenrum aerou the lines. If there is no ex· 
change of mOmentum across the lines, there is no net shear across the lines. 
Finally, since there is no interchange of shear between the fluid indicated by 
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Fig. 3-Trgclive fo,ce distribution conside ring momentum exch,,"se. 

the cross·huched area of figure 3 and the surrounding fluid, then the boundary 
shear of this fluid must act on the channel bed between points a and b. 

To permit [he use of eguulDn 1 in cakulating the tDctive sheu along 
line a·b of Figure 3, effective depth is used instead of depth of Aow. Effective 
depth is defined by 

D. =: Area a·b< 
Length a·b 

The {Derive force along a·b is given by 
Tab = yO.S 

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 

(l~ ) 

(16) 

Eleven soils from the sute of Missouri weI'C selected for testing. These soils 
were chosen co give considerable nllgc in physical properties, p:micubdy con
cerning cohesion of the soil and the cue with which the aggregatcs were dis
persed in ~{cr. 

In this resoreh, it was desired to rcb.ee {he critial r~cdve force of an open 
channel bed material ro [he physical properties of thc bed marerial. The study 
was limited to open channel bed marerials conSisting of soils wirh significant 
cohesive propenics. 

The physic:!.1 tem of [he soils were performed in the spring of 19'9 in a 
soil mechanio laboratory equipped with the required apparatus. The cri tical 
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tractive force of each soil was determined in the spring and summer of 1959 in 
an outdoor hydraulics laboratory, which consisted of an ample water supply, a 
hydraulic flume, and related equipment. A detailed discussion of each of these 
experimental facilities and the experimental procedures is given in the following 
sections. 

Physical T ests of che Soils. 

Cohesion was considered to be the mOSt important soil property in a study 
of the tractive force resistance of fine grained soils. The soils selected ranged 
from a silty loam to a clay. Tests were performed on the soils to evaluate their 
physical properties. These data were used to correlate physical properties of the 
soil to critiClI tractive force as determined in the hydraulic flume. 

Mtthanical analysis. The particle size distributions of the soil samples 
were obtained in accordance with procedures outlined in the American Society 
for Testing Materials standards, except that three additional hydrometer read
ings were made at time intervals of 15, 30, and 40 seconds (1). 

Plasticity. Plasticity is a property exhibited by soils when an appreciable 
percentage of the soil consists of day size particles. However, some materials 
such as quartz powder are not plastic at any water content or any degree of 
fineness. Therefore, the property of plasticity in a soil is related to properties of 
the day fraction. The plasticity index, I ", was us.ed as a measure of the plastic 
properties of the soil samples tested. The plasticity index is defined as the nu
merical difference between the liquid limit, L .. , and the plastic limit, P,... The 
liquid jimit is the moisture content at which che soil possesses an arbitrarily 
small shearing strength. The plastic limit is the moisture content at whkh the 
soil begins to crumble when rolled into thin threads. The liquid limit and pilstic 
limit testS were performed in accordance with American Society for T sting Ma
terials sundards (1). 

Specific gnvity. The specific gravity, Go. of the soil samples did not vary 
signifiClntly, but the yalue was used in the determination of the voids ratio and 
other calculations. The specific gravicy of the samples was deTermined in ac
cordance with che Ameria-n Sockty of Testing Materials standards (1). 

Voids ratio. The voids ratio, e, was determined from samples taken from 
the bed material in (he flume after Termination of (he tractive force test. The 
samples were taken with a minimum of dis turbance of the channel bed rna
erial by pressing a cylindriClI sampling container verticially imo the channel bed. 
A sp:ltula was inserted below che container so that an excess of the bed material 
could be withdrawn with the comainer. The excess material was then catefully 
sheared off so that the container was level full. Using this procedure, the yolume 
of bed mateTial sampled was accurately known. The sampling container had a 
small hole which permitted trapped air to escape as the container was inserted 
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into the channel bed. This prevented the bed material from being compressed 
during the sampling process. 

Aggregate analysis. In studies of the properties of soils which influence 
erosion, investigatOrs have determined the structural stability of soil aggregates 
in water. Several methods have been employed to determine the aggregate size 
distribution after the soil aggregates have been subjected to a given a.moum of 
physica.l disrurbance in the water. Middleton prepared soil samples according to 
a srandardized procedure and then used a modified pipette to determine the per
cenuge of 5011 aggregates which had a maximum dilmeter of 0.05 millimeters 
(17). He used these data to determine the dispersion ratio, D" of the soil. The 
dispersion ratio is discussed in the next section. Lutz, in a simihr investigation, 
determined the aggregate distribution by using a Kopecky elutriaror as well as 
by Middleton's method (16). Lutz cakula.ted the dispersion rouios using the ag
gregate analyses by the tWO methods. Other methods that have been used to 
determine the structural stability of soil aggregates are the wet sieve method, 
the air-water permeability ratio method, and the hydrometer method (3, 19,25). 

There is no genefllly accepted method of aggregate analysis. Therefore, 
only relative comparisons can be made between aggreglte analysis data obtained 
by tWo different methods. The aggregate analyses reported in this plper were 
obtained by a hydrometer method. The details of the method are given in the 
fonowing paragraph. 

A representative sample of elCh soil was permined to air dry in the lab
oratory for severll days. The sample WlS then sieved to obta.in the fraction be
tween the No. 16 and the No.8 sieves of the U. S. Standa.rd Sieve Series. The 
sizes of the openings in the sieves were 1.190 millimeters and 2.380 millimeters, 
respeni.ely. A sample of approximatdy 50 gnms was arefully weighed and was 
immediately used in the aggregate analysis without further treatment. The soil 
sample was placed in a glass gt:1.duate, 2.5 inches in diameter and 18 inches in 
height, which was filled to the lOOO-milliliter mark with distilled water. With 
one hand carefully pressed over the top of the gnduate, the graduate was in
verted at 5-second intervals for 90 seconds and then at l·second intervals for 30 
seconds. H ydrometer readings were than made at the end of 15, 30, and 40 sec
onds and 1, 2, 5, 15, 30, lnd 60 minutes. The results of the hydrometer tests 
were analyzed in accordance with the mechanical analysis procedure given by 
the American Society for Testing Muerills (1). 

One difficulty in using the hydtometer method for aggregate analyses, has 
been that the hydrometer reading which corresponds to particles of silt size is 
made at the end of approximately 40 seconds. A hydrometer reading at a time 
interval this short is subject to error unless exreme care is taken in phcing the 
hydrometer into the suspension. This error is minimized by taking additional reld
ings at 15 and 30 seconds. By doing this and dnwing a smooth aggregate analysis 
curve through the points, an averaging process is lccomplished which hdps to 
diminate errors that might occur in anyone of the first few hydrometer readings. 
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The ~ggregare analyses were rerun on several of the soil samples with excellent 
reproducibility. 

Dispersion ratio. The dispersion ntio, D" was used by Middleton in cor
rebting physiol properties of a number of soils to soil erosion (17) . The dis· 
persion ratio was defined by Middleton as the rado of the rotal weight of silt 
and clay sized aggregates, as given by rhe aggregate an~lysis , to the toail weight 
of silt ~nd clay, as ~iven by the me<:hanical analysis. In his discussion of the re
sults of his work, Middleton stated: 

The dispersion rario is probably rhe most valuable single criterion in 
distinguishing between erosive and nonerosive soils. It is logical to assume 
that soil material which is easily brought imo suspension is more readily 
ar.rried away by run-offwatet (17). 
Other investigators have found similar gualitative relationships between 

the dispersion ratio and the erodability of the soil (2, 16, 19). These investi
gators used the same definition of dispersion ratio as Middleton, but their meth
ods of aggregate analysis were not necessarily the same. 

The dispersion ratio used is the same as that defined by Middleton and was 
derermined using the method of aggregare analysis described in the previous 
section. The dispersion ratio is the ratio of the ordinates of the aggregate anal
ysis curve and the mechanical :malysis curve at the 0.05 millimeter particle size. 
The uper size limit of rhe silt panicles is taken as 0.0' millimeters. 

Hydraulie Tests of the Soils. 

For each soil, a value of critical tractive force, To, was determined in a hy
draulic flume as outlined in the following sections. The critical tractive force of 
a soil is defined as that tractive fotce which causes general movement of the 
particles composing the channel bed. 

Hydraulic flume. The hydraulic flume was 60 feet long, 2.51 feet wide and 
1.5 I«t deep. The flume I'o':.l.S constructed of sheet aluminum 0.125 inches thick 
with ~Iuminum structural members used for framing and end· flanges of the sec
tions. A stilling basin constructed of wood was att:l.(hed to the upper end of the 
flume. The stilling basin was about 5 feet long, 2 feet deep and tapered from 
2.51 feet wide at (he lower end to , feet wide at the upper end. To aid 111 dis· 
sipating the turbulence of rhe incoming flow, baAles were pl~ced in the upper 
end of the flume JUSt below the stilling basin. 

At a distance of 39.' to 44.' feet from the upstream end of the flume, the 
sides of the flume were constructed of clear Plexiglass sheets. These transparent 
sections permitted direct observations of the channel bed to be made during the 
teSts. 

Piezometers were attached to the sides of the flume at diStances of 9, 21, 
33, 45, and n fee! from the upstre am end of the flume. The piezometer scales 
were located such that the depth of flow at th~t point in the flume could be read 
directly. 
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The Hume W25 constructed in sections 12 feet long. The sections IVere con
structed with Ihnges attached to the ends, which permiucd adjacent sections to 

be bolted tOgether. The sections of the flume were supported on tubular stee! 
belms, which in tum were supported on pairs o f mechaniC21 screw j:lcks s~ced 
:It 12-foot intcfV2ls. The support :ar:,mgement permitted the slope of the flume 
to be v:aried from lelO to greater th1" 0.01. 

At the oudet end of the Hume, a vertic:ally-sliding slotted rail-gate W25 at
tached. The depth of flow at the ouder end of the flu me: could be comrolled by 
m1nipubting this tail-gue. The tail-gate also could be -adjusted to obtain :I.. con· 
dition of uniform How in the: flu me, i.e., the water surfice profile being stl'2ight 
and panlleJ co the channel bed. If the condition o f uniform flow h1d nOt been 
obtained 1t the time of bed f1ilure, then the criti(';1.1 tt1ctive forcc had to be cor
rected aecording to equ1tion 14. 

The seCtion of the Burne where the soil s1mple ~s placed, ~s 18 fcet long 
1nd 90'15 located 30 to 48 feet fro m the upstream end of the flume. T he soil 
90'15 placed in the flume in a layer 2.5 inches th ick_ The reJrulining portions of 
the flume botcom were covered with 1 concrete fill 2.5 inches thick. These sec
tions of concrete were necesS1ry since 1n 1ppreciable length of flume is requi red 
to establish the normal velocity distribution of flow in the flume. The length 
of Bow necess1ry (0 establish the normal velocity distribution W:l$ reduced by 
constructing the baIRes in such a manner that the resist1nce (0 flow ne1r the 
bed W1S greater than that ne2r the sur&ce. Also, the concrete in the upper 12 
feet of the Burne was considerably rougher th1n t he concrete nC1r the tcst sec
tion or the soil in the tes t sccrion. The concreee nC1r the outlet end of the flume 
was required to prevent erosion. 

Figure 4 shows the fl ume and related 1ppaulUS. 

Flow-nlte m easurem ents. The nte of flo w in the flume 90'1$ me1$ured 
with 1 3-foot H-rypt L'lIre masuring flume developed by the U. S. Soil Conserva
tion Service (1 t). T he H -type flume consists of converging verrial Wl1l1s cut 
on 1 slope at the ourlet such thar the opening is a tL'lIpezoidal projection. There
fore, the throat width inctases with depth, giving 1ccur1te me2Suremenrs of 
smallu we\! 1S luge t1tes of flow. The H -type flume is constructed 2.ccording 
to rigid spccific1tions, thereby making individu1l c11ibration unneccsS1ry. 

The H-rype flume used w2.s located such dut at high rates of flow the open
ing of the flume was parti:a.1ly submerged by the water level in the stilling basin. 
However, th is presented no problem since a head correction &ctor can be 1P
plied if the amoun t of submergence is known (t I )_ The had o n t he H -rype 
flume and the amount of submergence were both measured by flou-type water 
level recorders which recorded the water level accurately to 0.01 feet. These re
cords permitted the ra te of flow to be accurately determined for any degree of 
submergence of the H .typc flume. Figure 5 shows the H-type flume and water 
level recorders. 
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Fig . 4_0vetall view of the hydraulit flume and reloled apparatus. 

Fig. 5-H-type flaw role measuring flume. 
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Velocity mC2suremcllCS. The velocity distribution in the hydraulic flume 
was determined by flaking point velocity measurements at predetermined poinu. 
A Ducy-type pirotostuic tube wu used for these measurements. The,' Darcy 
rube W1.S mounted in :l.n :l.djust:l.blc frame which enabled the tube to be located 
:l( any position wi thin the hydrl ulic Rume. The Darcy tube is shown in Figure 
6. 

The differential pressurtS of the Darcy rube were observed on an inclined 
differenti:al manometer, The differcnti:l! manometer was designed so that the: 
slope of the manometer rubes could be varied during :I. (CSt in order (0 give dif· 
ferent magnifications of the vertical dispb.cc:mc:ncs of the water surfaces in the 
minometer rubes. The angle of inc!in:ation of the differential manomctc:rcould 
be readily changed during a test so that differential pressure multiplicuion 
filcrors of 10, ~, 2, and 1 were obtained. The change could be made without 
losing the prime of the Darcy tube-differential manometer system. The inclined 
manometer and view of the resi section of the hydnulic flume are shown in 
Figure: 7. 

The Darcy tube was calibnred by twO methods. In the first method, the 
surhce velocity in the hydraulic flume wn determined by a fioat and bj' the 
Darcy tube. The time interval required for the float to travel a measured distance 
W2S mC2sured with a StOp W2tch to C2lculate the surface velocity. f or these: teSU, 
the depth Wll.S sufficient 50 that the vdocit)· did not change appreciably with 
depth nar the surface. In the second method, the: integntc:<l discharge was de· 
termined from vdocity travetses across the flume. This discharge was compued 
to the discharge mc:-asurc:d by the flow rate measuring device. The first and 5«"

ond methods gave values of the Darcy rube coefficient of 1.0~ and 0.99, re
spectively. The man value of 1.02 ~'U used. 

Water supply and d ischarge system. The source of water for the hy
dnulic tests was a 16-acre reservoir which wa.s equipped to discharge water 
through a 4-fooT by 4-foot sluice gate inro a large discharge canal. A large basin 
was eonstructc:<l to impound ';Imer jUst below the sluice gate. The H'rypc: flow 
nte mC2Suring flume was att2ched to this mge basin so that it discharged directly 
into the stilling basin, which was connected ro the hydraulic fl ume. The hy
draulic flume was located in the discharge canal. Water from the hydraulic 
flume discharged into the t:l.nal and W25 carric:<l downstram, away from the teSt 
area. 

The sluice gate was equipped with a gear mechanism which enabled the 
sluice gate opening to be accur:ltely controlled. The rate of flow through the 
flume W1.S controlled by manipulat ing the sluice gate. 

PreJ»racion of the bed material. All soil samples were Ween in the spring 
of the year when fhe soil was not excc:ssivdy wet. The soil samples were stored 
on the ground with polyethylene plastic placed both below and above the sam· 
pIes to preVent excessive moisture changes between the times of sampling and 
test ing in the hydnulic flume. 
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• . ........ 

f ig. 6_Darcy_lype pilat-Itatic tube. 

f ig. 7_Vie..., af test sectian including inclined diff. rential manomete r. 
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Approximately 1200 pounds of soi l were used for each flume rest. The soil 
was placed in the flume and thoroughly mixed. Lumps of soil were broken up 
by hand lnd all foreign particles were removed. The soil was then c:m:fully 
leveled using a specially constructed rempbte which used the sides of the hy
draulic flume as guides. This assured th:l;t the depth of the soil sample was the 
same as the depth of the concrete fill upstcam and downstream from the test 
seerion. No attempt was ma4e to compact the soil any more (han that which 
naturally occurred in the process of leveling the bed. The soil was then wcrrcd 
by slowly admitting WltCr imo {he flume until the bed w:l.S completely soaked. 
A smail amount of coorsc grave! was pb.ccd on the bed nearest the': upper con
crete fill to increase the stability at this cridcal point. 

After the bed was wetted, the flume was permitted to drain and the soil 
sample permitted to dry and consolidate for approximately 20 hours. However, 
since the flume was watenight, very little drainage of the soil occurred during 
this 2a-hour period and the soil remained essentially satur:ned. 

T ests in the hydraulic Burne. At the beginning of e:.lch test, the Bow 
from the supply teservoir was admitted very slowly to give a depth of flow in 
the flume of about one·half inch. This permitted the D:.Ircy tube to be primed 
prior to the beginning of the actual test and to assure that the piezometers were 
not clogged. The rate of flow was then increased to give a depth of flow over 
the bed of about O.O~ feet. After increasing the flow, dme was allowed for the 
system to come into e<jullibrium. If the depths of flow along the flume as meas
ured by the piezometers indicated nonuniform flow, the tail-gate was adjusted 
unti l uniform flow had been est:tblished. Velocity tt:tverses were rhen made 
across the flume with the Darcy tube positioned at preseie<:ted points. In addi
tion, visual observations were made of the bed material and any movement of 
bed panicles noted. 

The process of increasing the flow by increments lnd recording data \V;lS 
continued until general movement of the bed material was observed. Bed &i1ure 
was defined at the poim at which the bed material was in general movement. It 
W2S observed that the first arell of bed failure occurred at the transition between 
the concrete and the bed material at the upper end of rhe test section. These 
particles were carried down the flume past the tnnsparent Rume sides as bed
load. The bed was nor considered to have failed until the rnctive force was suf
ficient to cause general movement of the bed material. 

In one test, the bed was observed to have failed immediately after the flow 
lu.d been increased by an increment but before uniform Bow had been estab
lished. In this case, all observ:ations were made immediately and recorded and 
the tractive force was corrected for the nonuniform flow by using equation 14, 

Critical tractive force computations. After data h:ad been collected to 

determine the conditions of flow :.It the time of bed failure, the critical tf1ctive 
force was a.icuiated using equation 7 and equation 1 or 14. If uniform flow had 

• 

• 

, 

, 

, 
, 
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be establisht'd ovt't the test st'ction at the time of bed Cailurt', equation 1 was 
used. Otherwise, t"quation 14 was used. 

In using t"qultion 7. the velocity profile ahovt' the point of bed flilure was 
determined from the velocity traverses with the Darcy rube. This velocitr profile 
was plotted on semi.log paper with the logarithmic scale being the depth above 
rhe channel bed and the arithmetic scale bt'ing the vdociy. Two points were 
selected from a straight line dr-awn through the observed points; their respective 
values wt'rt' substiruted into equadon 7. 

In most cases, the depth of flow I'.':lS sufficiently shallow in the flume at the 
time of bed failure, that the velocity distribution was such that the isovels were 
essentially horizontal in the center of the flume. Therefort', for calculations of 
the tractive force at the center of the flume, it W:lS generally unnecessary to em
ploy the procedure for evaluating the tractive force distribution on the flume 
bed. However, when bed f:tilure occurred with large depths of flow, equation 16 
was used to evaluate the tractive shear instead of e<:]uarion I or 14. 

DISCUSSION OF DATA A N D RESULTS 

Data from Physical T ests of the Soils. 

The summarized data from the physical testS of the soils are given in Table 
1. (Summariud data from the hydraulic tests are also included in this table.) 
The plasticity index, dispersion ratio, mean particle size, percent day and phi
mean panicle size are all considered to be properdes of the soils which may be 
related to the critical tractive force in cohesive soils. 

Since the present study was limited co an investigation of the stability of 
open channels in cohesive soils, two physical tests were selected which would 
give a measure of cohesiveness of the soil. The plasticity index, I "" has been 
used in the past by soil physicists to measure soil cohesion. This value is eval· 
uated and used in The correhtions presented. 

The ease with which soil partides are dispersed in water is also a measure 
of soil cohesion and has been used as an index of the erodability of soils. The 
ease with which particles disperse in water was measured by the aggregate and 
mechanical analyses and expressed as the dispersion ratio, n t • 

The mean panicle size, M, has been related to critical tractive force in open 
channels with noncohesive bed materials. This value does not in :lny way meas
ure the cohesion of a soil since soils with different amounts of particles in the 
day range may have the same mean panicle size. To evaluate tht' effect of the 
chy coment of the soils, the percent chy (by weight), Pe, was determined. The 
upper size limit of the day particles W:lS taken as 0.002 millimeters. 

A parameter which might be useful in relating a single partide size to the 
critical tractive force in cohesive soils, would be somt' type of weighTed mean 
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which gives increased significance to the small amount of particles at both ends 
of the panicle size analysis. For example, a small change in the percentage of 
clay which might appreciably alter cohesion would be indic:m::d by this para
meter. Such a parametet is the phi.mean particle size, MqJ, and is discussed by 
G. 0, OttO (18). The phi-mean panicle size C:ill be determined from a phi·prob
ability graph of the mechaniClI analysis. The abscissae represent the percent of 
the particles fi net (by weight) on a probability scale. The ordinates represent 
phi-units. Phi·units are defined as the logarithm to the base 2 of the panicle 
size in millimeters. 

A gnphicaJ method of determining the phi.mean panicle size is given by 
Otto (18), This method consists of drawing a straight line through the points 
on the phi·probability curve which represent 15.9 and 84.1 percent finer. The 
value of the phi-mean particle size is the size (in phi-units) which corresponds 
co the intersection of this straight line and the 50 percent finer line. 

In the Colses of soils numbered 4, '. 9, and 10, the percentage of day in the 
soil was so high that no measurement could be made of the panicle size at 
which 1'.9 percent was finer. In these cases the phi·mean size was estimated by 
extrapolation of the lower end of the particle size curves. These estimated <n.lues 
are indicated by an asterisk in Table 1. For soils numbered 6 and 11, the extra
polation would have been so grear that it was nor considered feasible to esti
mate phi-mon size. 

Data ftom Hydraulic Tests of the Soils. 

The summarized data from the tests performed in the hydraulic flume are 
presented in Table 1. The calculations were made using equation 7 and either 
equation 1 or equation 14, depending on whether uniform flow was established 
over the test section at the time of bed failute. 

Calculations of critical tractive force. In using equation 7, it was neces· 
saty to determine the velocity gradient immediately above the channel bed at 
the point of bed failure. This was obtained from the velocity measurements 
made with the Darcy tube. However, the velocity of flow immediately adjacent 
to the bed was difficult to measure ~ccur:ately, due to the disturb~nce of the flow 
caused by the Darcy tube being so dose to a solid bound~. Therefore, to get 
a more reliable measure of the velocity gradient near the bed, the entire velocity 
profile above the point in question was plotted on semi-log paper and a str:aight 
line dr:awn through the points. The values of v" v., y" and Y1 were taken from 
points on this straight line and substituted into equation 7 to determine the 
value of the cridol traCTive force for that soi l. 

Critical tractive force computations made using equation 1 or 14 required 
that the depths of flow ~t different points along the flume be known. These 
were determined from the piezometers which wete attached to the sides of the 
flume. If the depth of flow was conSTant over the test section, then equation 1 
was used. However, when testing soil number 8, the depth of flow was not 
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constant over the test section at the time of bed failure and cri t ical tl'llctive force 
calculation WolS made according to e>:juation 14. 

By restricting the tractive force determinations to the center third of the 
Rume, the necessity to consider the tl'llctive force distribution on the bed 01 the 
dume wu avoided, with the exception of one case where the depth of Bow WolS 
grnt. In this case, the effective depth w~s determined and e>:juation 16 WolS used. 

The evaluation of critical tractive force by equation 7 consistently gave 
values sm~ner than evaluation by eqwtion 1 or 1<1. No reason for rhis discre
pany is presented. However, the vducs obtained by t:<Juation 1 or }.j are thought 
to be more rel iable du.n rhose obtained by e>:juation 7 beou~ the htter values 
wete obtained from the velocity gradiCflt near the channel bed, which was very 
difficult to measure aC(Lml tely. However, a definite relationship does exist be· 
rween the values of the critical tractive force obtained by the twO methods. 

St1IIges of bed failure. In the early m .ges of each test, aggregated particles 
were observed to move as bcd-load. These particles appeared to have been sur
face aggregates which were very loosely held, since after a short time: the: move· 
ment decreased. In the case of the very cohesive soils, rhe bed then remained 
quite srariomuy unril the time of bed fa.il ure. Failure wu considered to have oc
curred when the bed pa.rticles began to disperse and noticeable degradation of 
the: bed occurred. In all testS, the critical tractive force WolS exceeded in order to 
observe the channel bed at a tractive force greater than that considered cririca.l. 

In the least cohesive soils, the loose surface aggregates were carried aWoly 
immediately 15 bed-load. As the test continued, slight bcd-load movement was 
a1WolYS obSClVed even at low tractive forces. However. at some later time during 
the: test, there appeared to be a change: ftom slight bed-load movement to heavy 
bed-load movement WiTh panicles going into suspension. Noticeable: degrada
tion of the bed occurred ~t the same time. This W2S considered bed fa.i lure. Dur· 
ing the rests of the: least whesive: soils, tht channd bed became very smooth 
and {hen parallel channels of scour occurred down the Rume. In one case, a 
slight dun~ pattern W1S noted after the test. 

The deretminarion of [he exaCT time of channel bed failure is subject to the 
judgment of the observer. All tesn were performed With the same crew; the 
same person alW2Ys made the observations of the channel bed. 

Critical T ractive Force Related co Soil Properties. 

Data from the physical tests of the soils wcre plottcd versus the critical 
tractive force on appropriatc graphS in an attempt to de:termine which physical 
propert ies show the beSt correlation with critical tractive force. In every case, 
the crirical tractive fOtce was considered as the depentknt variable and plotted 
on a logari thmic scale. The soil properties were considered to be the independent 
variables and were either ploued on arithmetic or logari thmic scales, depending 
on which type of representation gave the least scattet about a straight lin'e reo 
grcssion. 
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Fig . 8-Criticcd tra ctive force de te rmined by equa tio n (1 ) o r (14) versus the 
plasticity index. 

In making the statisrinl analyses of the dat:l. which were represented on 
logarithmic scales, the com.mon logarithms (logarirhms to the base 10) of the 
individual values were used instead of the values themselves. This permitted a 
simpler ca.lcul:l.tion of the regression equations (equations fitted by the Ie~St 
squares method). Furthermore, the standard deviations from regression (stand. 
ard error of estimate) were calculated using the deviation of critical tractive 
force from the regression of critical rractive force on the independent variable. 
The standard deviations from regression ah ... ·ays refer to and are in terms of the 
common logarithms of the critical tractive forces. 

Relation of plasticity index ro critieal tractive fo rce. The plasticity in· 
dex, I .. , is plotted versus the critical tractive force, To. in Figures 8 and 9. Equa. 
tion 1 or 14 was used to determine the critical tractive force in Figure 8 and 
equation 7 WllS used for Figure 9. 

The data appear to be well correlated when plotted on log·log gnph paper. 
For the data in Figure 8, the correlation coefficient, r, is 0.896 (23). This cor· 
relation coefficient was tested for significance and was found to be significant at 
the 1 percent level (23). The regression line for the data in Figure 8 has the 
equation 

T 0.84 
o - 0.00]4 (I .. ) (17) 
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Fig . 9-C.il;(01 trodive force determined by equotion (7) ver'$U$ the plastici
ty index. 

The standard deviation from regression, S" is 0.11 (23). These o.lculadons were 
made with the data expressed in terms of loguithms since it is in rhat fonn that 
the: data have a st~ight line reb.tionship. 

The dan represented in Figure 9 have a conebtion coefficient of 0.849 
which is also signifiont at {he 1 percent leveL The cguarion of the: regression 
line is 

0.82 
Tc = 0.0022 (I,.) 

and the st:rndard deviation from regression is 0.13L 

(18) 

Relation of dispersion ratio to cr itical tractive force. The dispersion 
ratio, D .. gives a m~sure of the ease with which soil aggregates are dispersed 
in water. The dispersion ratio exhibits an inverse relationship to the plasticity 
index. Moreover, the dispersion ratio measures a physca\ phenomenon which 
utually occurs in the erosion of a channel bed, I.e., the dispersing of soil ag· 
gregates in water. The dispersion utio might be expected to be better corre
bted with critical tractive force than is the plasticity index. 

The graphS of dispersion ratio versus critical tractive force, as determined 
by twO methods, arc given in Figures 10 and D. The critical tractive force was 
determined by equation 1 or 14 in Figure 10 and by equation 7 in Figure 11. 
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The com:btion coefficient is minus 0.892 fo r the dar:a in Figure 10. The 
negative value has no significance in itself excepi to indicate that the slope of 
the regrcssion line is negative. T he correlation coefficient was again significant 
at the 1 percent leveL The regression line in Figure 10 has the equation 

-0.63 
T. = 0.213 (Dr) 

The stand:ml deviation from regression is 0.103. 

(19) 

The ciaa in Figure 11 have a correlation coefficient of minus 0.79) and the 
regression Hnc has rhe: equation 

O 
-0.'7 

T. = O.IlO ( ,) (20) 

The standud deviation from regression is 0.146. 

Reb tion of mean particle size to critical tractive fo rce. For noncohesivc: 
soiis, the critical tn.ccive force has been shown to incre:lSo: as the mean puticle 
SilC:, M, incrC2SCS ( U). However, for soils with very fine p~trtides , this S:l.me 
ce!:l.tionship would not be exp«tcd 10 hold since the forces of cohesion will 
have in effect on the aidol tractive force. In faCt, an inverse relationship exists 
bet'll.-een the mean p:micle si~e and the cririC:l.I tractive force as shown in Figures 
12 and 13. 

For the soils tested, the correl:l.tion between mc:2-n particle size :md ceitinl 
tractive force seems good. H owever, this may be due to rhe faCt thu :all the soils 
te$tcd developed from similar P:l.fent materi:al and the particle size curves were 
111 of simil:l.r shape:. Therefore, for these putieular soils, the me:l.n pttticle size 
is rdated to the amount of clay in the soil. This is not an inherent rduionsilip, 
however, and the correlnion between mean pan icle size ind critical tractive 
force should nO! be expected to hold for soils of different origin than those 
testcd. However, for other cohesive soils, the trend should be: similar to that in
dicated in Figures 12 and 13. 

The coefficient of corrdation for the dn:a in Figure 12 is minus 0.860. This 
is :I. signi6nnt correlation at the I percent level. In this case the com mon 
log:arithm of T. was taken :as the dependent vari:able and M 1$ the independent 
v:ariab!e. This gave :a better correbtion th:l.n when the common logarithm of M 
w:as raken 2.S the independent variable. The regression line for the dara in Figure 
12 is 

2R.I M 
T. "" 0.074 x 10 

:l.nd the srand:ard deviation from regression is 0.116. 

(21) 

A 1imH:ar :an:alysis of the d:ata in Figure 13 gives :a correlation coefficient of 
minus 0.9'0. This, too, is :a signifu::a.nt correlation :at the 1 percent level. The re
gression line is 

-H.9M 
T. "" 0.05~ x 10 (22) 

:and the standu d deviation from regression is 0.079. 
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Reb.tion of percent day to cr itical tnaive force. It is the d~y fl'2ction 
of ~ soil which determines the cohesion of the soil. However, all clays do not 
exhibil Ihe ».me tendencies toward cohesion when prescnt in the s~me amounts. 
Therefore. percent clay, p., alone would not be expected to indiote the cohesive 
properties of all soils. However, percent cby plotted versus critic1l tnet ive 
force in Figures 14 and 1~ indicates that, for the soils tested, there is a good 
correlation bc""een cril iol tl'2aive force and perant cb.y. 

Analysis of the da t1 in Figure 14 gllve a correbtion coefficient of 0.980, 
which is significant at {he 1 percent level. The regression e<ju1tion is 

0.0183Po 
T. = 0,0103 x 10 

and the st1nd1rd deviation from regression is 0.04~8. 

(23) 

The data in Figure I~ also showed significant correlation at the 1 percent 
level with a correlation coefficient of 0.888. The regission line has the equation 

0.0182P~ 
T. = 0.006(, x 10 (24) 

lind the standard deviation from regression is 0.114. 

Rel1l t ioD of phi. mean particle size to c ritical tnctive force. The phi. 
mC1ln putide size, Mql. was selcctc<l as a Single pal'2meter which would give in· 
creued significance to slight chllnges in the percentage of clay and sti ll con· 
sider the rcs t of the panicle size distribution. The phi.mean particle sile is 
plotted venus critiC11 tractive force in Figures 16 and 17. Soils 4, " 9, 1nd 1l 
contained sufficient clay th1t it wu necessary to exrnpolate the partide size 
curves to determine the phi. mean particle size. Soils numbered 6 and 11 con· 
nined so much clay that even this was nOt fC1lsible and no phi.melln particle 
. . 

sIzes are gIven. 
The correlation bctwet:n phi. mean p1uicle size lind critic11 {uctive force 

was not u good as {hat given betwet:n critical tnctive force and the other 
physicaJ properties of the soils invcstigued. The dat10 plottc<l in Figure 16 tuve 
1 correlation coefficient of minus 0.'08 which is significant only at the 18 per. 
cent level. The dan in figure 17 have a correlation significant at the 2 percent 
level with a correlation coefficient of minus 0.782. 

Phi·mean particle si2e is not as well correlated to critical tuctive force as -
afe the other soil properties tested. Also, for twO soils, the phi.melln particle 
size could not be determined and for four others, it was estimHed. Therefore:, 
for soils with particle: sile distributions similar to those tested, the phi.mClln 
putide size does not appear useful and consequently no quantitative relation· 
ships ue given. 

Relation of voids ntio to cri tical tr.lcUve force. In previous studies of 
the stability of open channels on the basis of limiting velocities, the effect of 
comp1Ccnes5 of the bed material has been considered (13) . However, in this 
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slUdy, an uteropt wu made to hold rhe compacdon of the bed material const:ant 
to better investig1te the effect of soil cohesion on channel subility. The voids 
f2r10S, e, of the soils were measured from S1mples uken from the teSt section 
of the hydraulic flume after each test. These values varied from 1.23 to 1.84. 
Voids ra tios this high correspond to a loosely compacted soil. 

An attempt was made to explain in terms of the voids tatio, the scatter in 
the data presented thus far. However, the variation in rhe voids ratio of the 
soils 9.'as not sufficient to make this possible. To include the voids r:nio as a 
third v:uiable in equations 17 through 23, it would be necessary to test soils in 
which the voids ratio varied at least by a &Clor of 2 or 3. 

Summary of Analyses. 

The cricinl tractive force shows good correlation with the plasticity index, 
the dispelSion ratio, the mean particle size, and the percent clay. The correb
tion is flO( so good between the cridal tnctive force and phi-mean particle size. 
In each ese except the latter, the critical tractive force wu related to the soil 
property by means of a regtession ~uarion. A summary of the results is given 
In Table 2. The table is divided according to the method of evaluating the 
critical tr.1crive force. 

Although there is not much difference in the correlations, the relationships 
of cri tical tractive force to the plasticity index or the dispersion ratio are con
sidered more reliable than the others tested. This is because either the plasticity 
index or the dispersion ratio measure cohesion in a somewhat direct manner 
while the other soil properr:ies deal only with particle size disrributon, which is 
only an indirect index of cohesion. Furthermore, the values of ([itieal tracrive 
force determined from equation 1 or 14 are considered better than those deter
mined by equation 7. Two reasons are given for this. First, the measure ments 
involved in using equation I or 14 were mote accurate than the velocity meas
urements used in equation 7. Secondly, the variables in equation 1 or 14, channel 
slope and depth of flow, are quantities used by designers of open channels. 
Therefore, an 2nalysis based on these same variables could more logically be 
used in field design. 

Scatter in Dat:l . 

Considerable scatter was observed in m2ny of the guphic representations 
of Ihe data reported in this section. Several factors are listed which may help ex
plain this scatter. 

Soil conditions when sample was t:lken. All the soil samples were: taken 
. in the early spring when the soil WllS dry enough fo r a t ruck to be moved into 

the field. However, the moisture content 2nd rhe degree of aggregation of the 
soils varied considerably. The moisture content 2t the time of testing in t he hy
draulic flume W:l.S essentially the S2me, since the soils were wetted prior to each 
test. However, the degree of aggreguion of the soil likely affecred the tests, since 
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TABLE 2--SUMMARY OF ANALYSES ~ 

Level of Standard § 
Correlation Significance of.!- Regression Deviation fro m 0 

" Variables Coelflclent, r In per cent Equation Regression, Sr > 
Tc determined by equation (1) or (14) 0 • 

loglO(Tcl vslog1O(lw) 0.096 1 Tc· o.o034( ~~tO!~ 0,11 1 " 0 
lQglO(Tc) vs loglO(Dr ) -0.892 1 Tc • 0.213(01' - • 0.103 " 
loglO(Tc) vs M -0.860 1 To. 0.074 x lO-;~ll~p 0. 116 e 

0.980 1 • togIO(Te) VI> !f. Tc .O,Ol03xlO· c 0,046 ~ 
loglO(Tc) vs • -0,508 18 

W 
Tc determined by equation (7) • " 

T .;. 0 0022(~) 0.82 " ioglOt't:) V9 lO~O(1 ) 0.849 1 0.131 < c · -0.57 " loglO( cl VS 10 10(ifr ) -0.795 1 Tc - 0. 110(0;. 339M 0, 146 '\ loglO(T ) vs M -0.950 1 Tc ,,0.055 x 0- . 0.079 
ioglO{TJ VII Pc 0,888 1 To;;. 0.00645 x lOO,0182Pc 0.1l<! ~ 
logIO{Tc} vs M+ -0,782 , j 

0 
Z 
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highly aggregated soils tended (0 erode as aggregates rather than by dispersing 
in(O smaller units during the erosion process. It is not known what effe" the 
moisture content of the soils at sampling time had on the rt:sults. 

Another factor which may have had an effect, was the severity of the winter 
prior to testing. The amount of alternate freezing and thawing that a soil is 
subjected to affects the stability of the soil aggregates. Therefore, since the soils 
were sampled from different parts of the State of Missouri and were exposed to 
different degrees of freeling and thawing, the climate of the previous winter 
may have been a factor. 

Judgment of the obsetver. All determinations of bed failure were made 
by visual observations. In some cases the fa ilure was not abrupt, but occurred 
as a gradual increase of the amount of movement. In these cases, the judgment 
of rhe observer was an important factor. To eliminate possible variation be~"Cen 
observers, the same person observed the bed and determined the time of failure 
for each test. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The problem of (he srability of open channels in cohesive soils can logically 
be approached on the basis of the tracdve force theory. The effen of cohesion 
Cl.n be measured by physical tests of the soils and related to the critic:u tractive 
force. 

For the soils tested, the critical tractive force is beSt correlated with the 
plasticity index and the dispersion ratio, al though excellent correlation also 
exists with the mean panicle silt and ehe percent clay. However, the mean 
particle size and the percent day do not measure cohesion directly and there
fore, the coereheion may not be so high when soils with clays of different prop
erties are tested. 

The critical tractive fotce can be determined by tWO independent methods. 
The resules appear not to be the same, but a definite cortelation exists between 
the values obained by the two methods. 
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